
 

 

 

 

REPAIR SERVICES OFFERED 

 - paint less dent removal 

 - curbed wheel repairs 

 - wheel painting & re-colouring 

 - window chip repairs 

 - window tinting 

 - interior blemish repairs 

 - vehicle inspections 

  

WHOLESALE TIRES & RIMS 

 - extensive inventory of brands  
    and sizes 
 

CARGO ACCESSORIES 

 - tonneau covers 

 - bed extenders 

 - running boards 

 - any vehicle enhancement accessories  

 

 

 

Detail & Repair 
Packages 

Why Exclusive? 

CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS 

 - professional prepping 

 - controlled environment 

 - certified technicians with years of 

   experience, prepping and applying 

   ceramic pro products 

 - includes exclusive guarantee 

 

ACTUAL CERAMIC PRO PRODUCT 

 - we only use actual ceramic pro  

 - we are certified to use it 

 

INCREASED RESALE VALUE 

 - when time comes to trade in, 

   being able to show you have taken 

   care of your vehicle with ceramic  

   pro application will up your trade in 

   value 

 

PIECE OF MIND! 

 

 

 

604.510.5060    

ExclusiveMotorGroup.com 

Exclusive Motor Group 

19368 Fraser Hwy 

Surrey BC  V3S 6K6 

 

 

Phone: 604.510.5060 

Toll Free: 1.844.872.1260 

E-mail:  sales@ExcluisveMotorGroup.com 



Hand Wash Packages 

BRONZE:  $85 

 - exterior hand wash 

 - tire shine 

 - chamois 

 - quick vacuum  
 

SILVER: $125 

 - exterior hand wash 

 - interior vacuum and panel clean 

 - tire shine 

 - chamois 
  

GOLD: $150 

 - exterior hand wash 

 - interior vacuum and panel clean 

 - clay bar (removes small scratches & enhances shine) 

 - tire shine 

 - chamois 

 

INTERIOR W/SANITIZE $75 

 - sanitize all surfaces 

 - interior vacuum and panel clean 

 

SANITIZE  INTERIOR  $35 

 

WASH CARDS:  (GREAT GIFTS!) 

 15 x Bronze packages $975  (save $300!) 

   6 x Bronze packages $420 

   2 x Bronze packages $150 

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT 

Ceramic Pro Pricing 

 

BRONZE CERAMIC:  $1250 * 

 - one layer of light on paint work & trim 

 - one layer of rain and windshield 

 - one layer of wheel protection 

 - 2 year warranty 

  

SILVER CERAMIC:  $1750 * 

 - one layer of 9H on paint work & trim 

 - one layer of light on paint work & trim 

 - one layer of rain and windshield 

 - one layer of wheel protection 

 - 5 year warranty 

 

GOLD CERAMIC: $2250 * 

 - four layers of 9H on paintwork & trim 

 - one layer of light on paint work & trim 

 - one layer of rain and windshield 

 - one layer of wheel protection 

 - Lifetime warranty 

 

SPORT CERAMIC: $625 * 

 - one layer of sport ceramic pro 

  - 6 month warranty (lasts up to 1 year) 

 

 

INTERIOR CERAMIC  

 ~ compact size vehicle $600 

 ~ mid size vehicle $700 

 ~ full size vehicle $800 

 

 
 

 

 

 

*pending inspection of vehicle 

Exclusive Detail Packages 

EXCLUSIVE DELUXE DETAIL:  $250 

 - exterior hand wash 

 - clay bar 

 - tire shine 

 - chamois 

 - Interior vacuum and panel clean 

 - Shampoo & leather conditioning 
 

 

EXCLUSIVE SUPREME DETAIL:  $500 

- exterior hand wash 

 - clay bar 

 - tire shine 

 - chamois 

 - interior vacuum and panel clean 

 - shampoo & leather conditioning 

 - detailing door jambs, trunk and engine bay  

 - full cut polish 

 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES :* 

 - wheel repair, per rim  $150 

 - wheel repair with colour change ,  

    per rim $200 

 

WINTER PACKAGE:  $500 

 - paint sealant 

 - rain repellent 

 - interior protection (leather, vinyl & fabric) 

 

 


